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WASHINGTON (CBSDC/AP) — U.S. border
agents should continue to be allowed to search
a traveler’s laptop, cellphone or other electronic
device and keep copies of any data on them
based on no more than a hunch, according to
an internal Homeland Security Department
study. It contends limiting such searches would
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Obama administration’s thinking on the long-

standing but controversial practice of border agents and immigration
officers searching and in some cases holding for weeks or months the
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Since his election, President Barack Obama has taken an expansive
view of legal authorities in the name of national security, asserting
that he can order the deaths of U.S. citizens abroad who are
suspected of terrorism without involvement by courts, investigate
reporters as criminals and — in this case — read and copy the
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contents of computers carried by U.S. travelers without a good reason
to suspect wrongdoing.
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The DHS study, dated December 2011, said the border searches do
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not violate the First or Fourth amendments, which prohibit restrictions
on speech and unreasonable searches and seizures. It specifically
objected to a tougher standard in a 1986 government policy that
allowed for only cursory review of a traveler’s documents.
“We do not believe that this 1986 approach, or a reasonable
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suspicion requirement in any other form, would improve current
policy,” the report said. “Officers might hesitate to search an
individual’s device without the presence of articulable factors capable
of being formally defended, despite having an intuition or hunch
based on experience that justified a search.” It added: “An on-the-
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spot perusal of electronic devices following the procedures
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established in 1986 could well result in a delay of days or weeks.”
The Homeland Security report was prepared by its Office for Civil
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The U.S. government has always maintained that anything a person
carries across the border — a backpack, a laptop, or anything hidden
in a person’s body — is fair game to be searched as a means of
keeping drugs, child pornography and other dangerous goods out of
the country, and to enforce import laws. But as more Americans enter
the U.S. with sophisticated computers, thumb drives, smartphones,
cameras and other electronic devices that hold vast amounts of
information about who they are and how they conduct business,
privacy rights advocates have pressed for more checks on such
authority, particularly if digital files are copied and shared with other
federal agencies, such as the FBI.
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Fourth amendment rights.
They say allowing agents
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to act on a hunch encourages racial profiling. Some activists say they
also worry that the FBI and other federal investigators are using
laptop searches at the border to collect intelligence on terror and
criminal suspects without judicial checks.
Catherine Crump, the ACLU lawyer who first requested the report,
said it is the first detailed explanation of why the government believes
it doesn’t need a reason to open a laptop or storage device and
download files for further review. She described as inadequate the
government’s argument that imposing a legal threshold to perform
such searches would lead to lawsuits.
“That’s just not good enough,” Crump said. “A purely suspicionless
search opens the door to ethnic profiling.”
Since the 2011 report, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has objected
to searching electronic devices without reasonable suspicion.
Related: Obama Appellate Bench Nominee Behind ‘Driving
While Black’ Case
“A person’s digital life ought not be hijacked simply by crossing a
border,” Judge M. Margaret McKeown wrote for the appeals court
majority in March.
But the ruling involving Howard Cotterman, whose laptop contained
hundreds of hidden child pornography files when he crossed the
Arizona-Mexico border in 2007, only applies to the states within the
appeals court’s jurisdiction, including Arizona, California and Alaska.
The ruling also left some confusion as to what constitutes a
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comprehensive search.
Another case, involving Islamic studies student Pascal Abidor, whose
laptop was detained for 11 days along the Canadian border, is still
pending in a federal district court in New York.
Follow WNEW on Twitter.
(© Copyright 2013 The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This
material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.)
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• 16 minutes ago

its hard to even keep up with the scandals at the rate this kenyans administration is
pumping them out
2
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Reply

Share ›

• 26 minutes ago

body cavity search for all redumblicans. That's the only way to save America.
Bahahahahaha you dumblikooks
Reply
1unit _31

Share ›

• 39 minutes ago

Ok, so when is someone in Washington going to do something besides give us lip
service. This administration is breaking laws right and left and all we hear is "you better
tell us or we will stomp our feet" then they make a speach like they are really
concerned. Then they go on to something else. Hey Congress why don't you stop
talking and take some action? Grow a set will ya!
2
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1unit_31 • 13 minutes ago

Well, to be more accurate this only applies at the US Border. The people at the
US Border Port of Entries are not US Border Patrol, they are Office of Field
Operations Customs and Border Protection Officers. The border is an
unconstitutional zone, because until a person passes by the OFO agent, aka
port monkeys, they have not been allowed into the United States. I agree with
the laws for border searches, BUT what I dont agree with is since the patriot
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the laws for border searches, BUT what I dont agree with is since the patriot
act OFO / DHS has spent more effort targeting Americans and not foreigners.
PLUS under the current bozo in the white house, immigration of people from
terrorist nations is up over 200%! SO the communist in DHS and the US
Congress like UP CHUCK Schmuckers from NY, are letting in more terrorist
based people, just so they can conduct more surveillance on the American
people at the borders and in the USA. That is also their excuse for listening to
and searching every phone record in the USA. Because of terror, TERROR
your US CONGRESS is allowing to happen. DID you know that under the
ORDERS of the white house and DHS, any illegal alien that is caught in the US
violating the laws of the US, that is eligible to be deported under the Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA), this includes, child rapists, illegals arrested for DUI
accidents, illegals arrested for prior deportations, ARE BEING RELEASED BY
see more
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A nna Maria P erez

1unit_31 • 26 minutes ago

I would actually prefer no one in Washington do ANYTHING unless it includes
the word repeal in it.
3
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Share ›

• 43 minutes ago

United States of Soviet Socialist Republics or Obamanation? Take your pick, there is
little difference.
1
god

Reply

Share ›

• an hour ago

I have a hunch the Obama government is an illegal criminal organization determined to
take away our rights and freedoms. I have a hunch the US Constitution is dead. I have
a hunch we're living under a tyrant.
5
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god • 14 minutes ago

What was your first clue ?
Reply
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• an hour ago

7.4.13 D Day....
1
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Share ›

• an hour ago

Time for the ACLU and other civil liberties to start doing what they are in business to do
and that is to protect the rights and civil liberties of the citizens in this country. This
administration views American citizens as enemies. Get rid of these illegal gathering of
phone records, e-mails, bank accounts, etc. before it is too late. We live in America
and this administration is looking more like the tactics of Russia everyday.
2
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• an hour ago

VALUE YOUR EXISTENCE? THEN DON'T TRY TO TOUCH MY ELECTRONICS..jus
sayin....
1
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Reply

Share ›

• an hour ago

From January 2009 to January 2011 the Democrats controlled the House, the Senate
and the White House. THAT is the firewall that blocks anyone from being able to blame
President Bush for ANYTHING. If the Democrats were so against any of the policies
that were passed on, they could have gotten rid of them instead of wasting that entire
time on Obamacare.
In simple terms: THIS IS OBAMA'S BABY.
3
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Reply
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• an hour ago

LOL..There's ? million illegals in the country nobody knows. But the government isn't
interested in finding them. Because Obama and Harry Reid have a hunch they will vote
democrat.
You on the other hand dear citizen are probably an enemy of the state. And at the very
least are due for an IRS audit.
5
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bluesdoc70 • an hour ago

finding or deporting or upholding or enforcing the law... completely a cafeteria
style, pick and choose lawless administration.
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• 2 hours ago

I have no problem if you want to look at my phone records from afar who I am calling
and receiving calls from...I have nothing to hide, HOWEVER, searching my personal
laptop at the border based upon a hunch is stretching the bounds of good taste...WHO
IS WATCHING THE SEARCHERS???
2
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Gordon Johns on

• 2 hours ago

How to do what has never been done - Close a government bureaucracy forever!
Dear DHS,
Your work is more expensive to the United States than is your salary. Please do not
come to work tomorrow. Stay at home. You will continue to earn your salary,
scheduled promotions, and retirement, so long as you do not take another job with any
government entity and so long as no official from you office petitions to continue your
destructive work. Congratulations on your good fortune!
5
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• 2 hours ago

He's NOT a president for the people. He doesn't represent the people and is stupid
enough to believe that he has the mandate of the electorate to do whatever he wants.
He doesn't care about public opinion because he doesn't care about the people or the
country he governs. Look up "narcissistic" and you will have the perfect description of
our president. If you want a stark contrast, compare him to president Regan or Jimmy
Carter (even though I disagree with most of what Carter did he was a humble man)
who really cared for people and put others before himself.
6
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• 2 hours ago

Libs where is the outrage? Bush did NOTHING like this and the LSM daily screamed. I
hate the media.
8
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Share ›

• 2 hours ago

How many drug dealers and child pornographers are dumb enough to cross the border
or fly in an airplane with incriminating info on their laptop or mass storage device?
2
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• 2 hours ago

first word that comes to my mind is Bullsh!t.
3
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Mat t hew Jeffers

Share ›
• 2 hours ago

ALWAYS use terrorists and kiddie porn as a reason. THEN, harass and bully political
targets. THE END, America.
8
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• 2 hours ago

its all for your safety. your government cares about you. thats why they don't protect
the borders, because they care so much about your safety. now be quiet and dont ask
any more questions.....
7
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The Obama administration as well as NO administration should be allowed to check
nor detain property or data belonging to any American. I do not subscribe to this
thinking when it comes to non-Americans simply because when I travel to other
countries their citizens are treated better and with more rights than non-citizens.
However, since the passing of the patriot act we as Americans have lost our right to
privacy. I said it then and I say it now. The patriot act is too widely written and too
broadly interpreted and was passed only under the guise of protecting America. Hitler,
Stalin, and other dedicators all sought expanded powers for them self and their
protection disguised as more protection of their citizens. History shows this
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protection disguised as more protection of their citizens. History shows this
government trademark has repeated it self over and over without fail. History also
shows us that once a government attains more power over their citizens it has never
given that power up. This is our new America, this is our new reality.
UNLESS we show the strength to take it back.
2
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”Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security will deserve neither
and lose both.”
13
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It’s a boot against you neck cant you feel it?
3
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• 2 hours ago

progressive liberals will always steal your liberties not conservatives
7
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david • 2 hours ago

Which is why the Patriot Act was signed into law by a liberal, right? Oh wait...
1
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aroc91 • an hour ago

Once again the mopes like you come out with the "It's Bush' fault"
mantra. If you and Obama really thought it was bad, you would have
stopped, not make it 10 times worse.
4
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aroc91 • an hour ago

Which is why a completely Democrat controlled Government cancelled
the Patriot Act between 2009 and 2011, right? Oh wait . . .
4
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Reply
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• 2 hours ago

Let's be honest with ourselves and the amount of money we are forking over for the
DHS cause. DHS has ordered enough ammo for our grandkids' grandkids to still have
enough when they are grown. DHS has also ordered enough MRAPs, explosives, and
personal defense weapons (notice how they are for defense, although they are fully
automatic when it is the government that is using them, but they are "assault
weapons" when in the hands of civilians) to take over America 10 times over. The
worst part is that this was all bought with money from taxpayers. So, basically we pay
them to make our life H3LL. We pay them to grope us in airports and to zap-fry us with
machines in the name of fighting terrorism. It is all For Our Protection. What a load of
BS.
DHS is the dead leg of America, not to mention the quality of people they hire (street
thugs, mostly). How many terrorists has DHS caught since they've been in existence?
A whopping ZERO!
11
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Squirrely Britches • an hour ago

Yep. Russia and Saudi Arabia tried to give them the Boston Bombers and they
even screwed that up.
4
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Share ›

Squirrely Britches • 2 hours ago

Street thugs describes most of the administration.
9
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Even the Gestapo only went after you after you were turned in by your neighbors. Talk
about pulling it out of your butt
6
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• 3 hours ago

Looks like "1984" has finally arrived!
10
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That's why we still have guns. It is the last form of defense against a tyrannical
government. Some people weren't so interested in this point back a few
months ago, but now that everything is out on the table, some of the antigunners are starting to wake up and smell the BS.
5
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• 3 hours ago

“That’s just not good enough,” Crump said. “A purely suspicionless search opens the
door to ethnic profiling.”
Don't worry, only WHITE children, and OLD WHITE GRANDMOTHERS IN
WHEELCHAIRS, and of course, MILITARY will be TARGETED... because the govt is
on the wrong side. The "justice" dept. just declared that insulting muhammed, who
was a PEDOPHILE, violates the civil rights of muslims. However, you are free to put a
crucifix of Jesus in a jar of urine, and you WILL GET AN AWARD FROM THE SAME
GOVT....
So, who's side is the govt on? NOT YOURS, NO MATTER YOUR POLITICAL
PERSUATION. And the useful idiots are always the first to die. So lib-tards, enjoy your
short lives and understand your children will pay the price for your idiocy and greed.
4
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Jon Galt • 2 hours ago

Amen. The g0v is definitely not on our side. Not that it mattered during the most
recently election (personally I think it was rigged), but we should be careful who
we put in power (to include their religion) next time. That is provided our vote
actually counts, which I am convinced that it doesn't after Barry was re-elected.
We all found out the results VERY early in the evening, which is unheard of for
the previous 6 elections I can remember. I seriously doubt technology has
brought us that far in just 4 additional years, either.
3
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• 3 hours ago

Obama's Gestapo. Close this department of waste.
4
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• 3 hours ago

Communism has been effectively imposed upon the good people of the United States
of America. What a sad day for a once proud government that respected the
constitutional rights of its citizens.
5
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Share ›
• 3 hours ago

The Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States:
"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."
The FBI, IRS, DOJ, DHS, CIA, the Supreme Court, and the White House are no longer
a legitimate governing body, having broken their governing contract with the states on
so many occasions, as to render it broken and void.
The fact that every State Government has allowed this to continue on so long a time,
renders their governing contract just as void and illegitimate as the Federal
Government's.
It's way past time to start over, people.
7
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• 3 hours ago

So, I have a "hunch" that the Obama administration has been doing a lot of illegal stuff,
and not just them, but the EPA, IRS, DHS and a few other organizations. Does this
mean that since they can search me with only a hunch, that I can search everything of
theirs now, too?
The only transparency Barry has enacted is their ability to slip through the cracks of
every scandal (until now). They are masters at covering their tracks and lying so that
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no one call even tell they were involved. That's transparency at its finest. He and his
posse were the MOST transparent when they tried to take our guns, meaning that I
could see right through him.
4
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• 3 hours ago

"If Tyranny and Oppression come to this land, it will be in the guise of fighting a foreign
enemy"
- James Madison
5

Reply
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Share ›
Izaak Boyd • 3 hours ago

It's a nice thought, but Madison didn't say that.
LOOK IT UP.
Reply

Share ›
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Mr. Fubo • 40 minutes ago

no, but he said something quite similar
Reply
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Share ›
Mr. Fubo • an hour ago

After your comment, I decided to check. There are numerous sites
which give Madison credit for that quote. They are all wrong and you are
right? Where's your proof?
1
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Mr. Fubo • an hour ago

The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of
patriots and tyrants.
Thomas Jefferson
2
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• 3 hours ago

“If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency,
first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around
them will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless on the
continent their Fathers conquered.”
- Thomas Jefferson
Audit The Federal Reserve!!!! Rand Paul 2016
1
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While POTUS parties away, the media hides his massive Chicago mob corruption.
While he centralizes government power for special interests (Federal ReserveGoldman Sachs and Monsanto), the liberal media STILL sells him as a caring soul that
works for the common man. Amazing!!!! Does this not sound like “Socialist” N@zi
Germany in the 1930s? The leader of the German “Socialist” Party (also known as
Hitler) pushed the government and citizens to spy on each other(like Big Sis), claimed
there were conspiracies against the government (right wingers), used false flags
(Fast&Furious), used race and class warfare to get elected and divide the people(the
Tea Party is racist and rich people are evil), demanded that citizens accept searches
without a warrant (NDAA), administered centralized economic planning managed by a
corrupt central bank (Fed Reserve), forced government controlled healthcare
(Obamacare), death panels (Obamacare), healthcare focused on the most productive
citizens (as stated by Rahm Emanuel’s Bro and Obamacare), mass abortion on
minorities (Planned Parenthood) and obviously mass Gun Control. In reality, Gun
violence is down 40% from the mid 90s, yet they create hysteria by lying through their
teeth. Notice that the DHS has purchased over 2 Billion rounds in the past two years.
All the while Obama signs unconstitutional executive orders to limit ammo for the
public. These are tyrannical operations. This administration took the worst of Bush
(Crushing debt, war, police state policies and constitutional destruction) and
accelerated the agenda. Our leaders continue to use our soldiers to fight wars for
banks and contractors. Why? Because you people keep electing them. Both parties
are two heads on the same monster. Why do you think the Republicans robbed Ron
Paul? He wanted to audit their, the IRS and Obama’s overlords at the corrupt and
privately owned Federal Reserve. A simple vote by congress to repeal the Federal
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privately owned Federal Reserve. A simple vote by congress to repeal the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 would save our Nation A LOT of Money! Cheers!
2
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Right! A hunch that your conservative. Welcome to 1930s Socialist N@zi Germany.
Your papers please!!!
2
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More convenient disregard for the Fourth Amendment. We'd all be a LOT safer if HSA
were shut down. But until we stop borrowing from the Fed and other private banks, the
plutocratic police state will grow ever more powerful.
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